
How Does European Football Differ From 

American Football? 

There are many differences between American football and European football. Both 
have their own unique rules and play styles. Players in the NFL do not often wear 
over-sized shirts and have tremendous physicality. Players in Europe need incredible 
stamina to play, and the players must be "football smart" to know where to kick the ball 
and where to block it. In addition, the European game has a more complex rule syst em 
than the American version. 
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Both games are brutal. In both sports, strength and success are rewarded, and 
weakness is punished. The European version allows for more play time between each 
play and allows for a 12-minute halftime. Moreover, there is no te levision timeout in 
European football games, while in the American version, TV timeouts are common 
during games. These timeouts make it impossible for fans to watch the game. If 
neither team scores a touchdown, the game is a draw.  

While both games feature the same objective, European football emphasizes the use 
of the feet. The American version uses hands in play, while the European version does 
not. However, both sports have their own following of fans and players. Among the 
most popular forms of fantasy football are based on both styles. It's important to 
understand the rules and goals of each sport before you start watching one. It can 
help you make a better choice about which you'd like to follow and which one is right 
for you. 

While both European and American football have similar rules, they are very different. 
For starters, American football has a higher-scoring system. Unlike its European 
counterpart, the American version only awards six points for crossing the goal line. 
Furthermore, the European version only allows one point per goal. In general, the 
European game is much lower scoring. Lastly, both types of football have the same 
structure and score. The American version is divided into four fifteen -minute quarters 
and has a 2-minute intermission between the first and third quarter.  

While American football is the dominant sport in Europe, European football is an 
amateur sport. In America, soccer has evolved as a communal and tribal activity. 
Churches and minorities to set up clubs and played in amateur competitions. It is stil l 
a popular spectator sport, but the rules in Europe are different. A soccer club is not 
required to be a member of a league. The rules are different in both countries.  

While American football and European soccer are both played on fields with grass turf, 
European football is a more competitive game. The Americans score more points for 
touchdowns, while the Europeans score for every goal scored. The American game is 
divided into four quarters of 15 minutes. In the United States, t he second half is a full 
half hour. During the first two quarters, the teams are ranked based on their respective 
conferences. 

 


